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• A multiscale model is developed for
predicting residual stresses inMMCs dur-
ing multi-thermo-mechanical processes.

• The multiscale model is capable of han-
dling initial stresses and integrates tem-
perature history dependent constitutive
model.

• Integrating both multiscale modeling
and neutron diffraction, the stress evo-
lution mechanism in MMCs is captured.

• The multiscale model provides promis-
ing predictions of residual stresses in
MMCs during complex processes.
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After several decades, it is still difficult to predict “macroscopic and microscopic (M-m)” residual stresses (RSes)
in metal matrix composites (MMCs) after welding. In this work, an enhanced multiscale model is developed to
predict the evolution of M-m RSes in MMCs during several thermo-mechanical processes including welding.
This multiscale model is capable of handling non-zero initial M-m RSes and integrates the temperature history
dependent constitutive model (THDCM) at both macroscale and microscale. Meanwhile, thermal source model
of friction stir welding (FSW) is integrated. The extension to other welding thermal source is straightforward.
Thismultiscalemodel is used to study the generation, inheritance, and evolution ofM-mRSes in a SiC/Al compos-
ite during quenching, FSWand post-welding heat treatment (PWHT). The effects of initialM-mRSes andmaterial
constitutive models on the prediction of M-m RSes are systematically assessed. It is found that using the THDCM
and taking into account the initial RSes, thismultiscale model shows the best predictions of RSes in the FSW joint
of MMCs. The predictions agree with the neutron diffraction measurements reasonably well. It is found that the
reduction of RSes during PWHT is mainly caused by the stress relaxation during the solution treatment stage.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Generally, residual stresses (RSes) are introduced by an inhomoge-
neous deformation in thermal, mechanical or thermo-mechanical
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processes, e.g. heat treatments, material forming processes andwelding
[1–5]. The existence of residual stress may lead to an unexpected stress
field across a structure when an external load is applied [6]. Such unex-
pectedness raises risks to structural performances [7], such as causing
geometrical distortions [8], triggeringmicroscale cracking [9] and exac-
erbating stress corrosion cracking [7]. In metal matrix composites
(MMCs) RSes include both macroscopic and considerable microscopic
(originating from elastic mismatch, thermal and plastic misfit between
matrix and reinforcement) stresses [7,10,11]. Therefore, quantitative
characterization of “macroscopic and microscopic (M-m)” RSes in
MMCs is critical.

The genereation and evolution of RSes inMMCs has been investigat-
ed in some ideal cases over the last couple of years [9,12–16]. Most of
these investigations utilize modern techniques such as neutron diffrac-
tion or synchrotron X-ray diffraction. For instance, we developed a new
method for determining M-m RSes in MMC welds via neutron diffrac-
tion [11]. However, for many engineering cases, e.g. large-sized MMC
structures, accurate determination of RSes based on these methods
still may be impossible. Therefore, developing a reliable model to pre-
dict M-m RSes in MMCs is crucial for assessing the structural integrity.

Manymodels have been developed to predict RSes inMMCs, such as
the Eshelby type models [10,17,18], unit cell based microscale finite el-
ement (FE) models [19] and macroscale FE models that simply treat
MMCs as homogeneous effectivemediums ignoring themultiphase fea-
ture [20]. These models deal with either the microscopic RS or themac-
roscopic RS individually, but do not consider them together.

Multiscale methods combine macroscale models, which are capable
of handling initial and boundary conditions of real-life engineering
problems, with microscale models, which take into account the micro-
structure and microscale constitutive models [21–26]. According to the
scale coupling methods, multiscale models can be classified into two
basic categories: concurrent and hierarchical. Besides, several mixed
multiscale models are also established, such as the semiconcurrent and
the hybrid-semiconcurrent multiscale models [24,27–29]. So far, devel-
oping any kind of these advancedmultiscale models to predict the M-m
RSes in MMCs after complex thermo-mechanical processes is still
challenging.

This work presents a possible solution to predictM-mRSes inMMCs
after complex thermo-mechanical processes. For this purpose, a new
enhanced hierarchical multiscale model is established based on the
models proposed in our previous works [29,30]. New developments
include:

1) The temperature dependent friction coefficient based thermal
source model developed in our previous works is integrated [31,
32]. This offers the present multiscale model a new ability to handle
friction stir welding (FSW) process. Extension of this ability to other
welding processes is straightforward.

2) Temperature history dependent constitutive models (THDCMs) at
both the macroscale and the microscale are implemented. This
significantly improves the accuracywhen considering age-hardened
alloys and MMCs. Our original models [29,30] are based on temper-
ature dependent constitutive models (TDCMs), which usually over-
estimate the RSes for age-hardened materials [33].

3) Non-zero initial RSes are taken into account. This grants the compu-
tation ability of the multiscale model from a single thermo-mechan-
ical process to multi-thermo-mechanical processes for MMCs.

The generation, inheritance, and evolution of M-m RSes in a 17 vol.%
SiCp/2009Al-T4 composite during quenching, FSW and post-welding
heat treatment (PWHT) are investigated using this new enhanced hier-
archical multiscalemodel. The effects of initial RSes andmaterial consti-
tutive models on the prediction of M-m RSes are systematically
assessed. Neutron diffraction is conducted to examine the accuracy of
the model predictions by following the procedure proposed in our pre-
vious work [11].
2. Theoretical and modeling approach

The basic 3D multiscale thermo-mechanical framework for multi-
phase materials has been reported in our previous publications [29,30,
34,35] and is further developed in this work. The first development of
the multiscale model is taking into account the heat generation model
for FSW modeling. The heat generation rate s is computed by

s ¼ μ Tð Þp 2πω
60

r þ υ
60

sinθ
� �

ð1Þ

where μ(T) is a temperature dependent friction coefficient based on our
previousworks for FSW [31,32], p pressure,ω rotation rate of FSW, r ra-
dius, υ advancing speed of FSW, θ angle. For other welding processes,
e.g. fusion welding, the heat generation rate s can be replaced by corre-
sponding formulations.

At the microscale, the matrix is elastoplastic and the reinforcement
is linear elastic. In complex thermo-mechanical processes, like welding,
high temperature exposure causes phase transformation in age-hard-
ened material, thereby changing the mechanical properties. To model
this behavior, the temperature rate _T has to be considered. Then, the sec-
ond development of themultiscalemodel, the general yield condition of
the THDCM reads

f m σm;pm; T; _T
� �

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
dev σm pm; T; _T

� �h i��� ���−σm pm; T ; _T
� �

ð2Þ

where scriptm denotesmicroscale,σ is the stress tensor, p indicates the
accumulated plastic strain, ‖•‖ denotes the norm of the indicated tensor,
dev(•) the deviator of the indicated tensor, σ(•) the yield stress. The
Voce type isotropic hardening rule reads [36]

σm pm; T; _T
� �

¼ σ∞
m T ; _T
� �

þ hmpm

þ σ0
m T ; _T
� �

−σ∞
m T; _T
� �h i

exp lmpmð Þ ð3Þ

where σ0 is the initial yield strength, σ∞ the ultimate strength, both h
and l are the material constants.

At themacroscale, MMC ismodeled as a homogeneous effectiveme-
dium and described by a von-Mises type elastoplastic constitutive law
based on the pre-computed effective properties via computational ho-
mogenizations [35]. The macroscopic yield function is

f M σM ;pM; T; _T
� �

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
dev σM pM; T; _T

� �h i��� ���−σM pM ; T; _T
� �

ð4Þ

where script M denotes macroscale, the isotropic hardening function
σMðpM; T; _TÞ is fitted utilizing spline interpolation function of 〈σMises〉
with respect to 〈p〉, T and _T [35].

For multi-thermo-mechanical processes, the microscopic RSes in-
duced during one previous process act as initial stresses σm

inital for the
structures at the outset of following process. These initial stresses can
simply be added on to the definition of Hooke's law to compute themi-
croscale stress tensor

σm ¼ Emεem þσinital
m ð5Þ

where E is the elastic stiffness tensor, εe the elastic strain tensor. This is
the third development of the multiscale model. Similarly, the computa-
tion of stress tensor at the macroscale follows

σM ¼ Eeff εeM þσinital
M ð6Þ

where Eeff is the effective elastic stiffness tensor.



Table 1
Coordinates of ten macro-micro points.

Macro-micro point Coordinates (mm)

X Y Z

P0 0 150 1.55
P1 2 150 1.55
P2 4 150 1.55
P3 6 150 1.55
P4 8 150 1.55
P5 10 150 1.55
P6 12 150 1.55
P7 22 150 1.55
P8 32 150 1.55
P9 42 150 1.55
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3. Computational aspect

3.1. Numerical solution method

The multiscale model is composed of one macroscale boundary
value problem (BVP) and several microscale BVPs at macro-micro
points. In this work, ten macro-micro points are investigated by type I
and II microscale BVPs. The coordinates of the macro-micro points are
listed in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The basic numerical solution
method of a hierarchical multiscale model is described in our previous
work [30]. In this work, themultiscale model and its solution procedure
are summarized as:

1) The residual vector and the stiffness matrix for all macroscale inte-
gration points are computed via homogenized constitutive model
based on unit cell (UC) and constitutive models of the metal matrix
and the reinforcement. The detailed method for homogenizing the
constitutive model was reported in [35].

2) The macroscale BVP is constructed based on the homogenized con-
stitutive model and macroscale boundary conditions (BCs) accord-
ing to the detailed physical problem.

3) Two types of microscale BVPs are constructed for separating the dif-
ferent microscopic RSes based on the kinematic uniform boundary
conditions (KUBC). In type I microscale BVP, the macroscale elasto-
plastic strain tensor is used to construct the KUBC for serparating
the elasticmismatch RS from themacroscopic RS. In type IImicroscale
Fig. 1.Geometrymodels used in themultiscale simulation: (a)MMCplate, only the right half ism
(UC) model. The mean diameter of particles is 7 μm.
BVP, the macroscale thermal strain tensor is used to construct the
KUBC for computing the thermal misfit RS.
For more details, one can refer to our previous work [30].

3.2. Numerical experiments

The computational domains at the macroscale and the microscale
used in this work are shown in Fig. 1. At the microscale a UC is used in
this work. A 17 vol.% SiCp/2009Al composite is studied. Three classes
of multi-thermo-mechanical process chains are modeled, which are
briefly summarized as:

1) FSW: The initial stresses at the macroscale and microscale are set to
zero.

2) Previous quenching + FSW (Q + FSW): M-m RSes from the previ-
ous quenching process (from 516 °C to 25 °C) are modeled firstly
and then set as the initial stresses for modeling the FSW process.

3) Previous quenching+ FSW+post quenching (Q+ FSW+PQ):M-
mRSes from the previous quenching process aremodeled firstly and
then set as the initial stresses formodeling the FSWprocess. The pre-
dicted M-m RSes from the FSW process are set as the initial stresses
for modeling the post quenching process (from 505 °C to 25 °C).
Themultiscale modeling is carried out with software MSFESL devel-

oped at our laboratory [29,30,34,35].

4. Experiments

4.1. Material and FSW

17 vol.% SiCp/2009Al-T4 composite plates 3.1 mm in thickness were
used. The 2009Al matrix has a nominal composition of Al-4.0Cu-1.4 Mg
(wt.%) and SiC particles have an average size of 7 μm.The compositewas
fabricated via powder metallurgy (PM) and hot rolled into plates at
480 °C. The composite plates were subjected to T4 treatment (solution
treatment of 1 h at 516 °C, water quenching and natural aging of 7 days).

300 × 75 × 3.1 mm3 sized plates were welded parallel to the rolling
direction using FSW, with a welding speed of 150 mm/min and a rota-
tional rate of 1000 rpm. A cermet tool with a shoulder 14 mm in diam-
eter and a cylindrical pin 5 mm in diameter and 2.7 mm in length was
used. Two same welded samples were made. One is an as-FSW sample
and another was subsequently subjected to PWHT (solution treatment
odeled. Symmetry boundary conditions are imposed on the symmetry plane. (b) Unit cell



Fig. 3. Predicted and measured temperature history for macro-micro point P2.
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of 2 h at 505 °C, water quenching and natural aging of 7 days). Optical
microscopic examination was carried out on the transverse section of
thewelds,where the specimensweremechanically polished and etched
by Keller's reagent. The temperature history was recorded by embed-
ding the thermocouple at the location of macro-micro point P2.

4.2. Neutron diffraction measurements

A newmethod of determiningM-m RSes in MMCwelds via neutron
diffraction has been developed recently in our previous work andmore
experimental details can be found therein [11]. To measure the phase
specific residual strains, a weld sample, together with a comb sample
of the weld and the reinforcement (SiC) powder sample are tested.
The residual strains are then mapped to multiscale RSes based on the
Bragg equation and the equilibrium condition of microscopic stresses.

5. Results and discussion

The notation used for M-m RSes here is consistent with reference
[30]. The superscripts ep, th, eM, and tM denote elasto-plastic, thermal,
elastic mismatch, and thermal misfit, respectively. The superscript β
denotes ma or pa. Superscripts ma and pa denote matrix and particle,
respectively. Letters L, T, andN denote longitudinal, transversal and nor-
mal, respectively. Hence, for instance, σL

M denotes longitudinal compo-
nent of macroscopic RS, and σL

ma ,eM denotes longitudinal component
of elastic mismatch RS in the matrix.

5.1. Microstructures

Fig. 2(a) shows that no macroscopic defects like voids, volumetric
flaws or tunnels were observed in the FSW joint of the 17 vol.% SiCp/
2009Al-T4 composite. The FSW joint can be typically divided into the
nugget zone (NZ), the thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ) and
the heat-affected zone (HAZ). A typical onion structure was observed
in the NZ. Fig. 2(b)–(e) show that the particle distribution in the NZ
was more homogeneous than that in the base material (BM). It results
from the severe plastic deformation during FSW and agrees with previ-
ous results [37–40]. Fig. 2(d) shows that in the center of theNZmore SiC
particles tended to align along the N direction, also in agreement with
previous references [11,39,40].

5.2. Temperature

Accurate thermal modeling is crucial for predicting welding RSes.
Fig. 3 shows that the predicted temperature history for the macro-
Fig. 2. Optical images of as-FSW sample: (a) overview of microstructure at the weld, (b) base m
locations of (b)–(e) are shown in (a). AS: advancing side, RS: retreating side.
micro point P2 agrees quite well with the experimentally measured
one. Such a good agreement indicates that the FSW thermal model
based on the temperature dependent friction coefficient is not only ap-
plicable to aluminum alloys [31,32], but also to other material classes
such as MMCs. Fig. 4 shows the complete temperature histories at the
weld center P0 defined in Table 1 from the previous quenching to the
FSW and finally to the post quenching process. Temperature points A,
B, C, D, E and F are defined in Fig. 4. M-m stress evolutions at these
points will be discussed in Section 5.7.

5.3. Effects of material constitutive models

If one takes into account the real physical foundations for the evolu-
tion of temperature-microstructure-mechanical properties (T-M-MP)
during welding, e.g. FSW, integrated modeling technique will be re-
quired [41]. It demands a model chain including (1) a thermal model,
(2) a microstructure evolution model, which is extended for heteroge-
neous precipitation, and (3) a microstructure based strength and strain
hardening model [42]. Such a complex technique is computationally
costly. Furthermore, the precipitation state in 2xxx series Al alloys is
more complex than that in 6xxx series Al alloys. Meanwhile, the addi-
tion of reinforcing particles like SiC in MMCs changes the precipitation
behavior, which is not completely clear from the experimental observa-
tions compared to unreinforced Al alloys. Therefore, it is impossible to
apply such an integrated model to compute the T-M-MP during
welding. The practical way is to run an empirical THDCM,which reflects
the physical foundations of T-M-MP and is more efficient.

Fig. 5 shows that using the THDCM improves the prediction of the
tensile L macroscopic RS σL

M within the shoulder edge, while the
TDCM overestimates the tensile RS σL

M, which agrees with previous
aterial, (c) top of nugget zone, (d) center of nugget zone, (e) bottom of nugget zone. The



Fig. 4. The complete simulation of the thermal cycle for weld center P0 including three
thermo-mechanical processes ((1) previous quenching, (2) FSW and (3) post quenching).
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results [33]. In this area, plastic yield appears due to large heteroge-
neous thermal expansion and contraction during heating and cooling
stage, respectively. The yield strength in the TDCM is higher than that
in the THDCM during the cooling stage. Therefore, the possible plastic
deformation occurring due to thermal contraction could not be well
captured by the TDCM. As a result, see Fig. 5(a), the peak tensile σL

Mat
the weld center predicted using the TDCM is ~148 MPa (the green
dash dot line), ~10 MPa higher than the prediction by the THDCM
(the red solid line).

Fig. 5(a) shows that the effect of the THDCMon the Lmacroscopic RS
σL
M beyond the shoulder edge is negligible since the heterogeneous

thermal expansion and contraction are not significant and the plastic
deformation is almost zero. Besides, Fig. 5(b) and (c) show that the T
and N components of macroscopic RS, σT

M and σN
M, predicted based on

the THDCM and the TDCM are almost the same. This agrees well with
previous results [33,43,44].

Fig. 6(a), (b), (d) and (e) show that using the THDCM has some ef-
fect on the L and T components of the elastic mismatch RSes in both
phases, i.e. σL

ma,eM, σT
ma ,eM, σL

pa ,eM and σT
pa ,eM, while this effect is negligi-

ble on σN
ma ,eM and σN

pa ,eM, see Fig. 6(c) and (f). It can be seen that the
THDCM has a small effect on the elastic mismatch RS, which is
Fig. 5. Predicted macroscopic RS from different multiscale models and measured results fo
temperature dependent constitutive model. The processes, which are taken into account, are d
consistent with that on the macroscopic RS. This is easy to understand
because the elastic mismatch RS depends on themacroscopic RS linear-
ly [10].

Fig. 7(a) and (b) show that the THDCM has considerable influence
on the thermal misfit RS in both phases in the area near or within the
shoulder edge, no matter whether the initial thermal misfit RS intro-
duced in the previous quenching is considered or not. As shown in Fig.
7(a), with considering the initial thermal misfit RS, the peak thermal
misfit RS in the matrix σma , tM predicted based on the TDCM is
~155 MPa and located at the weld center (the green dash dot line). Dif-
ferently, the predicted peak σma , tM based on the THDCM is ~45 MPa
lower and located near the outside of the shoulder edge (the red solid
line). It is easy to understand the inverse profiles of σpa , tM because of
the relation

1−Vð Þσma; tM þ Vσpa; tM ¼ 0 ð7Þ

Summing up the M-m RSes, the total RSes predicted based on the
THDCM and the TDCM are plotted in Fig. 8. Based on the THDCM, see
the red solid line in Fig. 8(a), the predicted L total RS in the matrix σL

ma ,-

total has two peaks near the inside of the shoulder edge and have a ten-
sile value of ~223 MPa, which is close to the experimental data.
σL
ma , total shows a platform of ~219 MPa between these two peaks. As

expected, Fig. 8(a) and (d) show that the best predictions of σL
ma , total

and σL
pa , total are based on the THDCM (the red solid line). Fig. 8(b) and

(e) show that the predicted T total RSes σT
ma , total and σT

pa , totalwith no
matter using the THDCM (the red solid line) or the TDCM (the green
dash dot line) agree with the measured data in the BM reasonably,
while they agree near or within the shoulder edge qualitatively. Fig.
8(c) shows that the predicted N total RS σN

ma ,totalbased on the THDCM
or the TDCM is close to the measured data in the NZ, while it differs
from the measured data significantly away from the NZ. Fig. 8(f)
shows that the predicted N total RS σN

pa , totalbased on the THDCM or
the TDCM is close to the measured data in the BM, while it significantly
differs from the measured data near or within the shoulder edge.

This work clearly shows that the THDCM improves the prediction of
RSes in FSWMMCs, especially the accuracy of the thermalmisfit and the
r as-FSW sample. THDCM: temperature history dependent constitutive model; TDCM:
enoted by FSW or Q + FSW (Q: Quenching).



Fig. 6. Predicted elastic mismatch RS from different multiscale models and measured results for as-FSW sample. (The abbreviations in (a) have the same meanings with Fig. 5.)
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total RSes in the weld zone. If only the material softening effect at high
temperature is considered by using the TDCM, then the predicted ther-
malmisfit and the total RSes are greatly overestimated in theweld zone.

5.4. Effects of initial RSes from quenching before FSW

At the beginning, the FSWprocess ofMMCs ismodeledwithout con-
sidering any initial RS, like other macroscale models for welding of al-
loys usually behaves [33]. The results shown in Figs. 5 and 6 reveal
that without considering any initial RS the predicted macroscopic and
elastic mismatch RSes reasonably agree with themeasured data. Unfor-
tunately, Fig. 7 shows that the traditional way of modeling welding RS
without considering any initial RS failed to predict the thermal misfit
RS in the BM, no matter using the TDCM (the yellow short dashed
line) or the THDCM (the blue short dotted line). Although without con-
sidering initial RS the predicted thermal misfit RS σβ , tM based on the
TDCM is close to the measured results in the NZ, it is usually believed
that the values of σβ ,tM predicted based on the TDCM are artificial and
significantly overestimated.

To examine the predicted values of σβ ,tM without considering initial
RS, the effect of FSW thermal cycles is assessed. Fig. 9 shows the predict-
ed σβ , tM without considering initial RS from previous quenching pro-
cess versus the peak temperature. It shows that σβ , tM are near-zero
for peak temperatures below ~140 °C, and their magnitudes increase
faster and faster as the peak temperature increases from ~140 to
~266 °C. Then above ~266 °C the increase rate of σβ , tM slows down.
This behavior is similar to the result of Dutta et al. [13], where the ther-
mal misfit RSwas first partially relaxed by plastic deformation and then
regenerated by heat treatments. For instance, the regenerated σma ,tM in
a 22 vol.% SiCp/2124Al composite was ~50 MPa after heated to 180 °C
and ~64 MPa after heated to 300 °C [13]. Therefore, the predicted
near-zero σβ ,tM in the BM is due to the low temperature. To overcome
the wide gap in thermal misfit RS between the multiscale modeling
and experiment, modification of the thermal model to rise up the
peak temperature in the BM is not the right direction, because in the
BM away from the weld zone the temperature should be low. Hence,
other factor(s) should be taken into account.

The measured σma , tM and σpa , tM in the BM are 70– 90 MPa and
−332 ~−438MPa, respectively. The order of these values fits the ther-
mal misfit RSes in the quenched 17 vol.% SiCp/Al composites, e.g.
~80 MPa [10], ~60 MPa [12,45] in the matrix; ~ − 390 MPa [10], ~ −
250MPa [45] and ~− 280MPa [12] in the particles. Therefore, the non-
zero σβ ,tM in the BM should be the thermal misfit RS mainly inherited
from the previous quenching process before FSW. To verify this guess,
both the previous quenching and the FSW processes are modeled.

Fig. 10 shows the macroscopic, elastic mismatch and thermal misfit
RSes in each phase resulting from the previous quenching. The predict-
edmacroscopic RS is very small, ranging from 0 to ~5MPa, in all the L, T
and N directions. This is because the MMC plate is thin (thickness
3.1 mm). Since the elastic mismatch RS is the redistribution of the



Fig. 7. Predicted thermal misfit RS from different multiscale models and measured results for as-FSW sample. (The abbreviations in (a) have the same meanings with Fig. 5.)
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macroscopic RS between the two phases, it is easy to understand the
near-zero elastic mismatch RS as shown in Fig. 10. The predicted ther-
mal misfit RS resulting from the previous quenching is ~65 and ~
−318 MPa in the matrix and particles, respectively.

Then, these M-m RSes resulting from the previous quenching were
set as the corresponding initial RSes in the FSW multiscale model. Fig.
5 shows that the macroscopic RS predicted with considering the initial
macroscopic RS (the red solid and the green dash dotted lines) only
have several MPa difference from those predicted without considering
the initial macroscopic RS (the blue short dotted and the yellow short
Fig. 8. Predicted total RS from different multiscale models and measured results for
dashed lines). Similarly, Fig. 6 shows that thepredicted elasticmismatch
RSes with and without considering the initial elastic mismatch RS (in-
duced by the previous quenching) slightly differ. The reason is that
the initial macroscopic and elastic mismatch RSes induced by the previ-
ous quenching are small in the present thin MMC plate.

For thick MMC (or alloy) plates, large RSes can be produced during
quenching [10,29,30,46,47], and these initial RSes have to be taken
into account to improve the accuracy for predictingM-mRSes in the fol-
lowing thermo-mechanical process, e.g. FSW in this work. For instance,
for a 75mm thick 7449Al plate themacroscopic in-plane RS induced by
as-FSW sample. (The abbreviations in (d) have the same meanings with Fig. 5.)



Fig. 9. Phase specific thermal misfit RS as function of experienced peak temperature. The
results are predicted using TDCM without considering the initial RSes from the previous
quenching.
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quenching varies from ~−300 MPa at surface to ~225 MPa at middle
thickness [46]. For a 15 mm thick 17 vol.% SiCp/2124Al composite
plate σL

M induced by quenching varies from ~−150 MPa at surface to
~100MPa atmiddle thickness, andσL

pa,eM varies from~−50MPa at sur-
face to ~50 MPa in the middle [10,29,30].

Fig. 7 clarifies that with considering the initial thermal misfit RS the
accuracy of the predicted thermal misfit RS after FSW is significantly
Fig. 10. The profiles of macroscopic (M), elastic mismatch (eM), thermal misfit (tM), and total R
then assigned as the initial macroscopic and microscopic RSes for the following FSW simulatio
improved, no matter based on the THDCM or the TDCM. The modeling
with considering the initial thermal misfit RS moves the predicted
σma , tM or σpa , tM line towards tensile or compressive by ~65 MPa or ~
−317 MPa, respectively. These results indicate that the initial thermal
misfit RS does not change the basic profiles but approximately transfers
the σma, tM or σpa ,tM after FSW by the value of the initial thermal misfit
RS.

Fig. 8 shows that the effect of the initial RSes from the previous
quenching on the total RS after FSW in each phase mainly follows that
on the thermalmisfit RS. By considering the initial M-mRSes (especially
the initial thermal misfit RS), the accuracy of the predicted total RS can
be greatly improved.

Figs. 7–8 reveal that to improve the accuracy of multiscale modeling
of FSW MMC the initial thermal misfit RS must be taken into account.
The initial M-m RSes generated in previous quenching approximately
transfer the corresponding M-m RSes by the values of the initial RSes.
For cases where the macroscopic and elastic mismatch RSes have large
magnitudes, their effects on the RSes in the following process(es)
must be taken into account.

5.5. Effects of post welding heat treatment

The experimental results plotted in Fig. 11 shows that the PWHT
clearly changes the macroscopic RS. For instance, after PWHT, the
Ses generated after previous quenching across all themacro-micro points. These RSes are
n.



Fig. 11. Predictedmacroscopic RS from differentmultiscalemodels andmeasured results for the As-FSWand PWHT samples. THDCM: temperature history dependent constitutivemodel;
UC: unit cell; RVE5: RVE with size ratio of 5; Q + FSW: previous quenching and FSW are modeled; Q + FSW+ PQ: previous quenching, FSW and post quenching are modeled.
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magnitude of the measured σL
M in the BM decreases from ~50 MPa to

near-zero, meanwhile, the width and the magnitude of the high tensile
σL
M region decrease significantly. These experimental findings agree

with the previous investigation [13], in which the macroscopic RS in a
22 vol.% SiCp/2124Al composite is continuously reduced with increas-
ing the heat treatment time and temperature. However, Fig. 11 shows
thatσL

M,σT
M andσN

M predicted after PWHTalmost have novariation com-
pared with the those of the as-FSW state.

The experimental results plotted in Fig. 12(a) and (d) show that the
PWHT decreases the widths of σL

ma ,eM and σL
pa ,eM profiles with high

magnitudes. Meanwhile, after PWHT the profiles of σL
ma ,eM and σL

pa ,eM

move to tension and compression, respectively. Fig. 12(b), (c), (e) and
(f) show that the PWHT has small effects on the T and N components
of the elastic mismatch RS. Especially in the weld zone the profiles and
magnitudes of the measured σT

ma ,eM, σN
ma ,eM, σT

pa ,eM and σN
pa ,eM after

PWHT have negligible variation compared with those of the as-FSW
sample. However, Fig. 12 shows that the predicted elastic mismatch RS
after PWHT has no variation compared with those of the as-FSW state.

Fig. 13(a) and (b) show that themeasured thermal misfit RS in each
phase after PWHT generally has the same level with that of the as-FSW
state, while the predicted thermal misfit RS after PWHT has the same
value as at the as-FSW state.

Fig. 14(a) shows that after PWHT the measured σL
ma , total changes

from ~50 to ~105 MPa in the BM, and the peak value decreases from
~204 to ~148 MPa. Nonetheless, Fig. 14(d) shows that after PWHT the
measured σL

pa , total keeps almost the same level in the BM, while the
peak value decreases from around −74 to −160 MPa. Meanwhile,
both the widths of measured σL

ma , total and σL
pa , total profiles with high

values are significantly reduced. In the T and N directions the measured
σT
ma ,total, σT

pa,total, σN
ma ,total and σN

pa ,total after PWHT have small variations
compared with the as-FSW state. However, in the modeling, Fig. 14
shows that after PWHT the predicted σi

β ,total has no variation compared
with the as-FSW state.

Up to now the multiscale model cannot reproduce the reduction of
RSes after PWHT. In order to illustrate the effect of the post quenching
on the RSes, a virtual extreme post quenching (EPQ) process after pre-
vious quenching plus FSW processes was simulated. The coefficient of
heat convection in the EPQ was set as five times of that in the previous
quenching. The RSes after virtual EPQ are plotted in Fig. 15. The EPQpro-
cess increases the level of macroscopic RS, and thereby the total RS. This
agrees with the previous study [48], where the magnitudes of the mac-
roscopic RS in a 7449Al alloy increase as the cooling rate of quenching
rises. Nonetheless, Fig.15 shows that the EPQ process has negligible ef-
fect on the elastic mismatch RS and no effect on the thermal misfit RS.

The PWHT is composed of three processes: solution treatment,
quenching, and natural aging. Fig. 15 reveals that the post quenching
process is not the reason for the reduction of themeasuredmacroscopic,
elasticmismatch and total RSes after PWHT, as shown in Figs. 11, 12 and
14. It is known that the natural aging process has small effects on the
variations of RSes [49,50]. Therefore, in the three processes of PWHT,
only the solution treatment can be the major possible factor causing
the large reduction of the measured macroscopic, elastic mismatch
and total RSes, especially in the NZ.

Many investigations reveal the influences of high temperature and
preservation time on the RSes. For instance, in 8090Al-based MMC,
over-aging treatment of 48 h at 190 °C reduced the compressive RS at
surface from around 380 to 70MPa [51]. In a 22 vol.% SiCp/2124Al com-
posite, over-aging treatment of 48 h at 180 °C reduced the macroscopic
RS by ~70% [13,52]. Furthermore, a simple empirical formula based on
the Avrami relation, called the Zener-Wert-Avrami formula in refer-
ences [53–55], is usually used to estimate the macroscopic stress relax-
ation due to thermally activated processes.

σRS
t

σRS
0

¼ exp − Bt exp −
ΔH
kT

� �� �m� 	
ð8Þ

Most of the previous investigations using the Zener-Wert-Avrami
formula focused on the 6xxx series Al alloys or corresponding compos-
ites. The parameters for these materials are summarized in Table 2.

According to Eq. (8), after solution treatment of 2 h at 505 °C the
macroscopic RS at different locations should decrease with identical
percentage. In fact, Fig. 11(a) shows that for σL

M the ratio between
PWHT and as-FSW at position 0 mm is around 72% (96 MPa/133 MPa).
However, this ratio at position 8 mm is around 7% (10 MPa/135 MPa).



Fig. 12. Predicted elastic mismatch RS from different multiscalemodels andmeasured results for the As-FSW and PWHT samples. (The abbreviations in (a) have the samemeanings with
Fig. 11.)
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This large disagreement indicates that in the FSWMMC joint themech-
anism of macroscopic RS relaxation is much more complex and hetero-
geneous in different zones. The heterogeneous variations may be
related to the unique heterogeneous microstructure of the FSW MMC
joint. In [53–55] it is reported that materials having the same chemical
composition but different precipitation states show different stress re-
laxation rates. In Al alloys, recrystallization probably occurs in severely
deformed zones at relatively high temperatures for a short time,
which leads to large reduction of RS and dislocation densities [54].

For FSWMMC, the presence of reinforcing particles (e.g. SiCp in this
work) hinders the recrystallization process during solution treatment at
505 °C. During solution treatment at 505 °C, at least two mechanisms
are responsible for stress relief. The first one is plastic deformation
mechanism caused by the reduced yield stress at elevated temperature
and the second one is creepmechanism [7]. The first mechanism occurs
immediately as the temperature rises. This effect on the stress relaxa-
tion should be same for different zones as the temperature rises to
505 °C. The second mechanism dominates during the following period,
and its effect on the stress relaxation varies at different zones of the
weld [56].

5.6. Evolution of stresses during thermo-mechanical processes

Multiscale modeling can provide a rare look at the development of
M-m RSes. Fig. 16 shows the evolution of the macroscopic stress along
the L direction with temperature at the macro-micro point P0. The ini-
tial stress at 516 °C of the previous quenching process is shown in Fig.
16 as point A. As the temperature decreases to room temperature at
point B, point P0 is firstly compressed by the shrunk plate surface, and
then it expands because the temperature at the plate core is higher
than on the surface [29,30]. From point B to C, the FSW tool is getting
closer and then reaches at the plate core, so it firstly is compressed by
the area under the FSW tool that expands due to high temperature.
When point P0 is under the FSW tool, it expands gradually until the
peak temperature is reached. Plastic deformation occurs to maintain
geometrical compatibility when the FSW tool is close to and above
point P0. As the FSW tool passes away, the temperature decreases at
point P0, thereby it is stretched by the part in the BM [7].When the tem-
perature decreases to room temperature, all the constraints like jigs on
the MMC plate are removed and the macroscopic RS maintains (point
D).

The macroscopic stress varies linearly as the MMC plate is raised to
solution temperature 505 °C (point E), as shown in Fig. 16. In the pres-
ent multiscale models, the stress relaxation stage is not taken into ac-
count, so only stress redistribution occurs at solution temperature. As
the temperature decreases to room temperature, the curve EF mimics
the profile of curve AB. Point F is nearly the same as point D, which re-
veals negligible plastic deformation during the post quenching process.

Fig. 17(a) and (d) show the complex evolution of elastic mismatch
stress, which represents the extent of load transfer of the macroscopic



Fig. 13. Predicted thermalmisfit RS fromdifferentmultiscalemodels andmeasured results for as-FSWand PWHT samples. (The abbreviations in (a) have the samemeaningswith Fig. 11.)
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stress from thematrix to the particles. Themagnitude of the elastic mis-
match stress depends on the shape and volume fraction of the particles
as well as the elastic properties of the two phases [10]. As expected, the
profiles of σL

ma ,eM and σL
pa ,eM are opposite. The increase of magnitude

before point D is caused by the release of all constraints after FSW.
Fig. 17(b) and (e) show the evolution of thermal misfit stress from

previous quenching temperature A to room temperature B. The nonlin-
earity of curve AB ismainly caused by the plastic deformation [29,30]. At
the beginning of the FSW process, the matrix expands and the tensile
σma ,tM reduces linearly as the temperature raises. When the tempera-
ture is higher than ~140 °C, the thermal misfit is large enough, plastic
Fig. 14. Predicted total RS from different multiscale models and measured results for as-FSW
deformation occurs, thereby, σma , tM varies nonlinearly. The turn of
curve BC in Fig. 17(b) or (e) is caused by plastic deformation in the ma-
trix, which starts at ~140 °C. As the FSW tool passes away, temperature
decreases, thematrix contracts, and it is constrained by the ceramic par-
ticles. Hence, σma , tM increases to tension. As expected, the profiles of
σma ,tM and σpa ,tM are opposite.

The predicted evolution of thermal misfit stress during the FSW
thermal cycle in this work probably clarifies that the guessed evolution
curve of thermalmisfit stress during agingwaswrong in [13]. The guess
showed that the thermal misfit stress evolved linearly with the temper-
ature rising from room temperature to aging temperature (≥180 °C)
and PWHT samples. (The abbreviations in (d) have the same meanings with Fig. 11.)



Fig. 15. Comparison of the macroscopic and microscopic RSes across all the macro-micro points between the Q+ FSW and the Q+ FSW+ EPQmultiscale models. EPQ: virtual extreme
post quenching.
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[13]. The presentwork shows that when the temperature is higher than
~140 °C, plastic deformation occurs due to large thermal misfit. As plas-
tic deformation is present, the evolution of thermal misfit stress is not
linear anymore. Such nonlinear evolution of thermal misfit stress with
the temperature has been experimentally observed in [9,57].

Integrating all the M-m stresses, the evolution of total stresses
in both phases are plotted in Fig. 17(c) and (f). The evolution curves of
σL
ma ,total and σL

pa ,total from point A to F are very different and not oppo-
site. Note that if the stress relaxation stage is considered during solution
treatment, there will be a drop from point E to point E′ as virtually plot-
ted in Fig. 17(c) and (f). The final stress state will move to point F′. Such
a drop is mainly caused by the reduction of macroscopic and elastic
mismatch RSes. In contrast, the thermal misfit RS will maintain its
Table 2
Constants of Zener-Wert-Avrami function for various materials.

Material m ΔH, eV B, min−1 Reference

6110Al-T6 0.22 1.35 3.06E12 [53]
As-quenched 6110Al 0.17 1.63 4.59E16 [54]
Under-aged 6110Al 0.21 1.51 4.42E13 [55]
6061Al-T651 0.22 1.35 3.06E12 [62]
10 vol.% SiCw/6061Al-T6 0.20 1.40 1.50E12 [63]
10 vol.% TiB2/6351Al 0.24 1.64 3.90E13 [64]
magnitude after PWHT, because it mainly depends on the temperature
drop and the difference of CTE between the two phases.

5.7. Accuracy of the multiscale modeling and the neutron diffraction
measurements

Fig. 6(b), (c), (e) and (f), Fig. 12(b), (c), (e) and (f), and Fig. 13 show
that there are big differences between the measurements and simula-
tions for somemicroscopic RS components, i.e. the T and N components
of the elastic mismatch RS and the thermal misfit RS. These differences
are themajor reason that causing the big differences between themea-
surements and simulations for the T andN components of the total RS as
shown in Fig. 8(b), (c), (e) and (f), and Fig. 14(b), (c), (e) and (f). The
reasons for these errors probably come from several aspects, as
discussed in the following.

As shown in previous studies [29,30,35], several main aspects affect
the accuracy of multiscale modeling. In this work, the finite element
mesh of UC is non-periodic. Hence, the KUBC was adopted as the
macro-micro transition BC for computing the elastic mismatch and
thermalmisfit RSes. The KUBCpredicts upper bounds of the target prop-
erties [30]. These bounds converge to the correct value as the domain
size of the microscale model increases. Applying large representative
volume elements can gain the advantage of high accuracy, but suffers
from high computational cost.



Fig. 16. Evolution of macroscopic stress during the complete thermal cycle from previous
quenching (AB), to FSW (BCD) and to post quenching (DEF).
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Complex physical phenomena are usually involved inmulti-thermo-
mechanical processes. Modeling the detailed physical processes to pre-
dict M-m RSes accurately is almost impossible at present. A practical
and efficient way is to develop a reduced model. In this work, the
quenching process was modeled by taking into account the tempera-
ture dependent material properties and the thermal contact to the
quenching medium. The FSW process was modeled based on appropri-
ate empirical constitutive model, i.e. the THDCM, which can reflect the
Fig. 17. Evolution of elasticmismatch ((a), (d)), thermalmisfit ((b), (e)) and total ((c), (f)) stres
post quenching (DEF) at macro-micro point P0. The results are predicted from themultiscalem
due to solution treatment is illustrated by EE′F′.
precipitation and dislocation density variations, dynamic recrystalliza-
tion and material softening [33,43,44]. The intense material flow, parti-
cle cracking and rotation/redistribution, newly formed cleaner and
stronger particle/matrix interfaces in the NZ, and newly formed nano-
meter sized Al grains on or near the particle/matrix interfaces in the
NZ were not considered during FSW, because it is too complex to con-
sider these factors.

Besides, in this work, the multiscale model does not consider the
natural aging processes. These processes have small effects on the RS re-
laxation, however, they are not themajor processes. Such simplification
introduces small, yet acceptable errors in principle. Other aspects affect-
ing the accuracy of multiscale modeling include the input data for the
model such as coefficient of heat convection, material properties at dif-
ferent temperatures and temperature histories, boundary conditions at
the macroscale model [58].

Concerning the neutron diffraction measurements, in the project
“European Network on Neutron Techniques standardization for Struc-
tural Integrity”,five different laboratorieswith different neutron diffrac-
tion instruments independently measured the RS in a single weld bead
on a plate specimen [59]. The investigations revealed that in the region
away from the weld the best measurements have ±23 MPa
systematical errors and ±47 MPa random errors. In the weld zone the
best measurements have ±47 MPa systematical errors and ±47 MPa
random errors. Many factors can influence the accuracy of neutron
ses during the complete thermal cycle from previous quenching (AB), to FSW(BCD) and to
odel based on UC, THDCM and Q+ FSW+ PQ. In (c) and (f) the effect of stress relaxation
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diffraction measurements [59], which include lattice parameters of un-
strained reference [10,59], diffraction elastic constants [59], crystallo-
graphic texture [59–61] and grain size [59]. Therefore, accurate
determination of RSes in FSW MMCs requires a measurement system
analysis. However, such an analysis would demand a lot of beam time
and is very costly.

6. Conclusions

An enhanced hierarchical multiscale model has been developed in
conjunction with neutron diffraction to rationalize the observations of
M-m RSes in MMCs during multi-thermo-mechanical processes. As an
example, the M-m RSes in the 17 vol.% SiCp/2009Al-T4 plates during
previous quenching, FSWandPWHTwere investigated. The conclusions
can be summarized as follows:

(1) The THDCM improves the prediction of RSes in FSWMMCs, espe-
cially the thermal misfit and the total RSes in the weld zone. The
predicted thermalmisfit and total RSes based on TDCMare great-
ly overestimated in the weld zone. The macroscopic and elastic
mismatch RSes predicted based on the THDCM and the TDCM
have small difference. For improving the accuracy of predictions
for the welding process, we recommend the THDCM.

(2) By considering the initial thermal misfit RS from previous
quenching, the accuracy of the predicted thermal misfit and
total RSes after FSW is significantly improved, no matter based
on the THDCM or the TDCM. The macroscopic and elastic mis-
match RSes from previous quenching are small due to the thin
thickness of the MMC plate, which result in small effects on the
macroscopic and elastic mismatch RSes after FSW.

(3) The reduction of macroscopic, elastic mismatch and the total
RSes during PWHT in the experiment is mainly caused by the
stress relaxation during solution treatment stage; but not during
the post quenching stage, which tend to increase the RS level.
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